
Results for 2015 Email Conversion CUPE Survey 
 

Question 1) 

 

 

Question 2) If No, are you able to provide any details about what you find unclear about AU’s 

expectations? 

Some Common Responses: 

Technical 

 Time line and process is unclear 

 Will my archives of student emails and emails I have on file dating back as far as 2011 be 

transferred? 

 Will this be a one day transition or over a period of time? 

 Is there a maximum mailbox size? How many emails should we be deleting? 

 Is everyone’s email being converted? 

 Will all emails in our Zimbra Folders be transferred? 

 Will everything in my inbox be transferred? 

 How will the transfer affect login? Will it be the same? 

 Will the transition be seamless – I open my email and it is Outlook instead of Zimbra – or will I 

need to do something? 

 Should I be changing the format in which I file my emails? 

HR 

 I have been instructed to go through my emails and sort them, but will I be paid for my time to 

do this? 

 Policy on keeping emails for several years – there seems to be conflicting information on how 

long to keep emails 

 Message to keep emails for 5-10 years has created a lot of confusion and this policy cannot be 

supported by the current storage limit 
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Question 3)  

 

 

Question 4) If you selected Yes to the above question, can you please tell us how many courses you 

have in Moodle, how many are not in Moodle, whether you have a course in Moodle but the emails 

are not, or any other relevant details? 

 Most results indicate that even though many members use Moodle, they still use Zimbra for 

student communication because Moodle or Call Centre Communication is often not effective or 

students prefer to use email. 

 

Question 5) 

 

 

Question 6) Do you have any comments or feedback on your use of Citrix? 

 All comments indicated that it is slow, awkward to use, and unreliable 
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Question 7)  

 

Explanations: 

Positive: 

 Protection of privacy, available help 

 Move from paper to online exams very helpful 

 Most technology changes seem to have improved student responsiveness 

 Yes, as long as there are no service outages which can impact tutors and students (especially for 

those writing on-line exams) 

 Technologies not bad, but should be introduced gradually 

 Everything online saves a lot of administrative time, it’s essential to have access to all course 

materials and communications in digital format. 

 Online exams mostly well received, but when there are problems students have no recourse 

 Allows for better communications and more engaging experience 

 

Negative: 

 Technologies are dated and old school 

 Process management of technology changes make all changes a burden 

 Moodle mail is useless, should be removed 

 Electronic texts are difficult to learn from – supported by some studies 

 Students learn that Call Centre slows access to AE so eventually bypass it 

 There is a lot of unpaid time learning new technologies 

 Ideas behind technology changes are sound, but systems are not user friendly and result in a lot 

of lost time 

 Not enough training for new systems 

 New systems have not decreased admin time – more new systems results in more work 

 Changes to make the university all electronic are a barrier between me and my students and can 

prevent some students from getting an education 

 Greymatter is poor and SSC filtering is a barrier 
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 Students who log a ticket in SSC can have a long delay time if submitted on weekend – causes 

stress 

 Limits people with limited internet access 

 Technology can often defeat students and makes start up frustrating 

 Video system is an issue for about 1/3 of my students 

 Lack of reliability undermines their effectiveness 

 AU technologies seem disjointed and antiquated – major differences between faculty 

technologies is confusing for those who teach in more than one – must be the same for students 

taking courses in different faculties 

 Seems like a lot of energy and resources for very little benefit- decisions not made by those who 

teach 

 Students frequently complain about overly complex systems that they don’t know how to use 

 Moodle emails are useless as there is no capacity for cut and paste or autocorrect 

 Technologies are necessary, but the number of changes creates much labour without positive 

benefit 

 Most students don’t understand eText and Moodle 

 Students use real time text less and less 

 Students questions are getting answered slower due to lack of direct contact 

 Offloading questions to the SSC is not an improved communication, it is a buffer, gives 

impression of faceless corporate type apparatus 

 

 

Explanations: 

Positive: 

 All  assignments and attachments can be submitted on line thus ability to complete returned 
assignments is easier and convenient as it can all be done online 

 Citrix is good for security and maintaining documents 

 Work no longer tied to a phone line so I can work wherever I have internet 

 Easier to mark assignments 

 Courses on Moodle keeps everything centralized 
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Negative: 

 Technologies add the students’ questions, beyond those that just involve the course, systems 

are getting harder for students to understand, some have left because of it 

 Moodle is unreliable and it gets negative feedback from students 

 All AU tech systems should be fully compatible with PC, Mac, and mobile devices 

 Online expense system is very difficult to use 

 Greymatter is a tech fail, impediment to learning 

 Citrix makes job more difficult and is unreliable 

 SSC model is a huge barrier to students and takes up a lot of time 

 New software is sometimes not an improved to the old 

 There is no meaningful coordination of the different sites required to complete work 

Question 8) If you have any additional comments about AU technologies or specific questions that you 

would like to see addressed in regards to the email conversion, please provide them below and we 

will do our best to include them in our discussion with AU. 

 AU has not had a good track record implementing new technologies. The new finance program 
is a good example. I felt like it was too much work to submit claims as it was such a pain.  So it 
was easier to eat the cost of small items.  So it turns out to be a good money saving tool for AU.      
Do the people leading AU not realize that some face to face training provided by the employer is 
needed?    I wonder if the leaders do all their training virtually? I doubt it. 

 Do not move to this new e-mail system! Not only will it take considerable (unpaid) time for 
tutors, I am concerned about not using AU (Canadian) mainframe given that all "cloud" 
technology is vulnerable to the Patriot Act and less secure as a form of communication. 

 Citrix is not necessary, professors all over the world use their laptops to grade students’ work 

 Newton does not reflect when students submit multiple assignments at once, adding an 

adjusted date is too time consuming 

 AU technology does not solve the workflow problem 

 AU list serve sends too many emails, most not pertaining to students on list 

 Technologies focused on course improvement are lacking for an online/distance university – not 

interactive, just print put online 

 CUPE members should be aware that using Office 365 requires internet access at all times - they 
won't be able to draft a letter in Word without it.  It is also set up to save everything to the 
icloud- CUPE members should be aware of how to store files on their computer.  I will only be 
using Office 365 for email while using Citrix - otherwise I will use Office 2013 which is already on 
my computer.  Hope this will work seamlessly.  I don't think the Citrix conversion to Office 365 
will be a glitch-free conversion.  Will AU be sending out a document outlining what steps are 
required for CUPE members to prepare for the conversion, do the conversion and work with the 
new software? 

 Desperately need information about how to move files 

 Should not have to enter grades twice – in Newton and Moodle 

 Need to craft a policy about email retention, post it and announce such that all employees are 

clear and what policies are binding on their work, and where to access policies 

 Expand Tutor email storage so they can actually comply with policy 

 When new software is introduced, it would be nice to have very clear information on how the 
new tech is supposed to make things better 



 Would like to see AU consider the time commitment required to skim through and delete emails 
from records of hundreds of students over a number of years.  It is one thing to ask us to change 
the system by which we file emails from now on, but a sorting and deleting of thousands of 
emails stored on my system would likely take quite a number of hours for me to complete. 

 Most tutors have work elsewhere and cannot take time during the day to take training, if it is 
even offered.  

 Newer systems are  “mouse-centric” with little option for keyboard use, which can limit 

someone with arthritis 

 

 


